Indicator #13: Retention Rates

The following indicator shows retention rates from the freshmen to sophomore year for first-time, full-time freshmen: Peer Data on Retention Rates

Following are first to second year retention rates for graduate students:

2013-14 – 80.2%
2012-13 – 81.7%
2011-12 – 77.8%
2010-11 – 72.8%
2009-10 – 78.5%

Drill down data:

Retention rates by program, in same program where started
Retention rates in any program, by program where started

Data on one-year retention rates for women, men, and minorities:
Retained Graduated at any UW Institution UW-Stout New Freshmen
Retained Graduated at any UW Institution UW-Stout New Freshmen Women
Retained Graduated at any UW Institution UW-Stout New Freshmen Minorities
Retained Graduated at any UW Institution UW-Stout Transfers
Retained Graduated at Institution where started UW-Stout New Freshmen
Retained Graduated at Institution where started UW-Stout New Freshmen Women
Retained Graduated at Institution where started UW-Stout New Freshmen Minorities
Retained Graduated at Institution where started UW-Stout Transfers
Retained Graduated at any UW Institution UW System New Freshmen
Retained Graduated at Institution where started UW System New Freshmen